VOLUNTEERING IS DEVELOPMENT
WE FUEL CURIOSITY

FROM 2015 TO 2017 WE ORGANIZED FOUR EDITIONS OF THE VOLUNTEERS FOR RESEARCH PROGRAMME.

7 RESEARCH PROJECTS HAVE BEEN CONDUCTED

LEARNING THROUGH VOLUNTEERING

WITHIN THE FRAMEWORK OF THE PROJECTS OUR VOLUNTEERS PARTICIPATED IN MANY TRAINING SESSIONS AND WORKSHOPS ON:

- Methods of interviewing foreigners
- Preparation and analysis of qualitative research
- Media analysis
- Image research methodology
- Educational decision-making model
- Intercultural communication
- Teaching methodology
- Improvisation
- Voice and Speaking
- Public speaking
- Project management
- Teamwork

OUR TEAM SHARES KNOWLEDGE!
We conduct trainings about cooperation with volunteers, intercultural communication and integration workshops.

SKILLS GAINED BY OUR VOLUNTEERS

TEAMWORK
PROJECT MANAGEMENT
CRISIS MANAGEMENT
INTERCULTURAL COMMUNICATION
COMMUNICATION
PROMOTION
PRACTICAL USE OF ACADEMIC KNOWLEDGE
BUSINESS DECISION MAKING
CONDUCTING NEGOTIATIONS
ORGANISATION
ESTABLISHING BUSINESS RELATIONS
CREATING CAMPAIGNS
COOPERATION WITH THE MEDIA
AUDI VISUAL TOOLS OPERATION
PROMOTION IN SOCIAL MEDIA

THAT IS NOT EVERYTHING!
We organized Anti-discrimination and Anti-violence Workshops for Foreign and Polish Students, which were a part of the UW participatory budget.
We are a partner of the Academy of Trainers, which helps participants gain and improve their coaching skills and implement their own workshop modules.

WE HAVE EVEN MORE PROJECTS AND ACTIVITIES PROMOTING AND SUPPORTING SOCIAL INVOLVEMENT TO BE STARTED SOON. JOIN US!